
Birds, Bugs and Beasties 
Arawa has an array of terrestrial (as opposed to marine) wildlife some of which we have 
come in contact with. The experience is not always pleasant but on the whole there 
appear to be few really nasty beasties.  

There are snakes but they are non-venomous – although I suspect a bite from one 
could give you a nasty dose of blood poisoning! The only one we’ve encountered has 
been quite a large one lying dead on the side of a road. It looked like an adder with a 
diamond shaped head.  

The most unpleasant beasties we’ve come in contact with are little ants, about the size 
of this full stop (.) that have made themselves at home in our house. They have a fierce 
burning bite that fortunately doesn’t last long, but you certainly know you’ve upset one 
(or more!) I have learnt to sweep the floor before lying on it to do my back exercises and 
we spray around the kitchen regularly to keep the numbers down. I’ve even got nipped 
resting my elbows on the bathroom hand basin to clean my teeth and finding them in 
one’s clothes is definitely not a pleasant experience. There are larger ants with a fierce 
bite but they are normally found around the house – you can encounter them brushing 
against a branch.  

We do have cockroaches in a variety of forms, some of which have wings, but we seem 
to manage to keep them under control. 

We did have a rat in the house when we first arrived – in the morning there would be 
bits out of the sweet potatoes or anything else left out. We borrowed a small plastic 
mousetrap and heard it banging around after an initial “snap” – as the rat shook it off. By 
the time we got there he’d disappeared- probably with a mild headache. A trip to a local 
shop had us a larger (and very crude) Chinese version. That night he was able to 
remove the bait without setting off the trap but the next night with some careful setting of 
a hair trigger (and the near loss of a finger or two) and a piece of precious cheese firmly 
moulded around the trigger, there was a loud “snap” soon after we went to bed, followed 
by some loud banging as he tried to shake this larger trap off- eventually successfully – 
and he’d again disappeared before we got there. However that was the last we saw of 
him and I suspect that he’d suffered some fatal injuries –or decided that there might be 
easier places to get a meal! Latest is that we appear to have another so will have to dig 
out the rat trap……. 

The mosquito screens we have on all windows seem to do a pretty good job of keeping 
mosquitoes out (we haven’t had to use nets over our beds) but there are smaller flying 
insects that do get through, attracted by the light. They don’t usually bite but flutter 
around and tickle any exposed skin they come in contact with and get in your nose, 
eyes and ears. It would also appear that they are infrared sensitive – after the lights are 
out they descend on the humans trying to go to sleep, usually with 
a fair bit of exposed skin for cooling, so there is much slapping of 
fluttering bugs before peace (such as nocturnal peace is in Arawa 
– see “Arawa by Night” post) descends and we can sleep.  

Friends around the place are the geckos – there is a tribe of them 
patrolling our insect screens, eating anything attracted by the 
house lights that flies onto them - apart from the larger moths, 
which would be rather intimidating for a small gecko! There are 

 



several geckos that live inside the house too, with fluorescent light tube fittings a 
favourite haunt. The other night I sprayed a whole lot of bugs around the light in the 
passage outside our bedroom, turned away and there was a thud on the floor behind 
me – the resident gecko whom I had missed seeing had “baled out” to avoid the 
insecticide fumes and scurried off, hopefully not too badly affected! They have quite a 
loud “tch,tch,tch”  chirping call and their hunting expeditions across the screens provide 
entertaining viewing, especially when they try to deal with larger bugs who don’t want to 
be eaten.  

The following chap wandered across the slab under our house the other evening. (What 
did the male millipede say to the pretty lady millipede? My that’s a beautiful pair of legs, 
pair of legs, pair of legs……) 

 

The garden is also full of skinks, one variety of which has a bright shiny blue-green tail. 
They are very fast moving and lawn mowing has them scuttling for safety ahead of the 
mower.  

The other creatures that also flee ahead of the mower 
are toads of which we see quite a few – mostly 
squashed on the roads. (re “frog biscuits” in Dogs of 
Arawa Posting) and we do have some noisy tree frogs, 
of whom this little fellow is probably one. 

Bougainville does not seem over-endowed with birds. I 
believe this is another legacy of the Crisis, with large 
numbers killed for food by the locals hiding in the bush 
from the PNG forces. I have managed to snap a picture 
of a small yellow bird that frequents the trees outside our 
kitchen and something screeches in the bushes out 
there, but I have yet to spot it. (PS I did – a pair of 
Melanesian scrub fowl – who have an interesting nesting 
habit – they bury their eggs in rotting vegetation or warm 
sand and leave the natural heat generated to germinate the eggs) We do see quite a 
few bright red parakeets,(neighbour has a tame pair) the occasional white parrot, dove, 
brown heron, a cheeky willy wagtail that seems to wag his tail in a peculiar figure-of-
eight pattern and some swifts and starlings. On our early morning walks/cycle rides we 
have seen the occasional large brown fruit bat winging his way home to his roost for the 
day. 

I have managed to borrow a colourful book on the birds of Bougainville that was 
produced by a New Zealander who spent some time working as a teacher at Arawa 
High, part of it as a VSA volunteer – indeed VSA sponsored him to stay on for an extra 
6 months at the end of his assignment to complete the book, which was published in 
200X. Interestingly the small yellow bird I photographed plus a rather spectacular raptor 

 

 

 



with a black head, white front, and bright orange red over the rest of his body, didn’t 
seem to feature, so maybe there is some unfinished work here! I did learn that some of 
the NZ shining cuckoos whose harsh screech is commonly heard in the NZ bush in 
summer, winter here in Bougainville. 

There are some beautiful butterflies (one of which refused to sit still) 

                                       

and moths, with one notable large moth with a wing span of some120mm being quite 
common- they regularly appear on our veranda attracted by the light. 

      

and some brightly coloured dragonflies - and a good range of grasshoppers 

                   

We will bug-ger off for another week and leave you to it! Take care! 


